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This original illustrated guide is the first book of its kind, covering all you have to to know about Paleo in
clear, digestible language with whimsical graphics. Over 50 pertinent queries such as for example "Why
shouldn't I eat legumes?" are answered in a concise and friendly format, outlining the basic concepts of
the Paleo way of life - including handful of the science - to illuminate the path to today's Paleo life." and,
"Can I consume cake? Whether you're a Paleo newbie, a sensible veteran or haven't heard about it, this
guide is sure to inform, engage and inspire you to enjoy living Paleo the right path.
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Fun and Informative with Amazing Illustrations! What's all the fuss about Paleo? That is a basic
guidebook that makes it seem very do-able for actually the novice. I liked Cynthia's random ramblings as
she introduces the novice to the simplicity of a diet plan that works and is practical. And the illustrations
make the reserve a delight.Extremely enjoyable read and we'd recommend this book. How exactly to Eat
Paleo is successful! They add to the fun and whimsy of the publication and help the reader in the
exploration of this lifestyle diet by cementing pictures in your brain that bring the dietary plan to life. It
really is such a pleasure to get a cook book which has such delicious quality recipes that is also so
HEALTHY! This book wonderfully describes Paleo by keeping it simple yet informative This book
wonderfully describes Paleo by keeping it simple yet informative. Our favorite recipes so far are the Eggs
Benedict made with squash bands and the Tomato Ginger Salmon recipe. The publication does include
other resources, however if therefore inclined to explore the dietary plan comprehensive.The illustrations
are simply just the best! Cynthia Spivey has written a beautiful book about How to consume Paleo within
an informative, approachable and non-judgemental way. She offers a actual roadmap for beginners and
provides many tips and recipes about how to have a flexible and pleasurable approach to nourishing
oneself. While reading her book I was pulled in by the clever and fun illustrations, just how she follows
through on each new thread of information as I’m beginning to request for it in my own mind. Even if
you don't want to adopt a full Paleo approach, a lot of Cynthia's recommendations will lead to better
eating and health. I'd highly recommend How to Eat Paleo! Since reading Spivey’s book, which was an
instant and smart read—Personally i think more knowledgeable and have a fresh awareness on taking care
of my family and myself. Author Cynthia Spivey’s book How exactly to Eat Paleo is simply Great! It's a
very clear, concise and fun to read guide that softly teaches since it outlines the benefits of the Paleo
lifestyle. The reserve is well illustrated in ways the complements the writing and is visually appealing. Due
to this, I experienced like she was keeping my hands on the journey to be healthier with an increase of
energy for the full life I lead. How to Eat Paleo is simply Great! The recipes are awesome, too! Such good
recipes! Cynthia makes "healthy" synonymous with happy. They have even helped me keep in mind what
I should be searching for at the supermarket! I highly recommend How exactly to Eat Paleo and
experience the pleasures I have. A wonderful guide to a healthy approach to life! AND Healthy! Many
thanks!. I recommend this book for its guidance and all of the yummy recipes! concise and fun to learn
guidebook that gently teaches as it outlines ." That is common sense eating that quickly turns into a way
of life. I also love the graphic design of the book! That is a charming book! Spivey’s method of eating
Paleo and sharing her knowledge with readers is friendly, simplistic, yet thorough. If you're looking to
adopt a paleo life-style but you have felt just a little unsure, Cynthia's publication will put all of your
doubts behind you! I especially like that it promotes eco-friendly proteins and organic produce. With its
adorable illustrations, user-friendly format and wonderful dishes, this publication is for everyone who
eats! The shortcut to understanding Paleo Kudos on the most succinct explanation of Paleo, ever! It
introduces you to the basics of Paleo concept and to its suggestions (and who provides ever needed a lot
more than basics?. Out from the cave and into the Paleo-Light! A 10-Superstar triumph of simplicity
written with love and humor, that is a must read for anyone who would like to embrace the pleasure of
nutritional wellness through inspiration not perspiration. Looking forward to trying ALL of the recipes!
Great, accessible information on Paleo Great, accessible info on Paleo. How to Eat Paleo may be the most
easy-to-follow paleo nutrition book I have read. I have run into many paleo books that produce the
lifestyle seem challenging and unrealistic, but Cynthia's basic and reasonable approach shows just how
easy paleo can be! I recommend this reserve to individuals who are interested in the paleo way of life but
who've felt it wasn't a thing that he/she could accomplish. Cynthia explains the food regimen so well and
in a concise way--she can be realistic and wiggle room for individuals who may be starting to explore
being paleo for the very first time. It's very practical, providing plenty of options that allows a person to



choose and choose while sense good about choices. - just a passing thought). Perfect gift for someone
who is wanting to make a healthy diet lifestyle change. Yes, you CAN live without loaf of bread and
(what a shocker!) actually enjoy it..that what we consume fuels our anatomies. - Are you critical? You
don't need to take my word for it, though I've been following book 'How to consume Paleo' by Cynthia
Spivey for almost a year already.. The book (for dummies I would add) makes a fantastic attempt to get
you started. Clear, simple, to the idea. Go Paleo! Looked after gives you a lot of recipes, so that you can
actually see that it is quite doable. And, please, you shouldn't be fooled by a brilliant reader-friendly, fun-
design narration and not-so-severe illustrations. This reserve is a well believed through product that shows
a lot of depth, knowledge and knowledge of what Paleo is about. Not really a bad read, for individuals
who, like myself, knew nothing about it. Many thanks, Cynthia, for breaking everything down for us!
Right now I am a huge lover of both, Paleo and Cynthia. Over the years I've spent considerable time
attempting million things while looking for better eating habits so that my loved ones and myself can
LIVE LONG and PROSPEROUS. Paleo Made Simple! Fun to learn with fanciful illustrations. with Cynthia
Spivey, your trustworthy information. Motivated! Just right! I call diet plan and nutrition my “final
frontier” as despite my overall dedication to wellness, I've not stayed focused on my diet plan as a way of
life. Years back I noticed a cardiologist provide a chat and describe “meals is medicine”. That is so logical
to me.. Just try it for yourself....or not! As I've had a car immune condition for over 30 years, I have tried
many diets and historically gotten discouraged by their ridigity and lack of noticeable outcomes. The
books I have read in the past on the Paleo diet plan just overwhelmed me. Cynthia Spivey’s publication
inspired me and motivate me to try again! She keeps it simple explaining that it is all about "consuming
the most nutrition per calorie. Not a diet, a lifestyle. A smart, smart and wonderfully written and
illustrated guideline to reclaiming your wellbeing through the Paleo way of living. The author's
enthusiasm shines through every word. The recipes are incredible.There are some recipes contained in the
book, but this is just a sampling of what is away there for paleo. The author did a great job filtering out
needless details therefore the reader can enjoy an easy read filled with information they want. How
exactly to Eat Paleo is definite “must” from your own wish list!! This book is super charming and easy.
There are no judgements, but a lot of encouragement and humor. This book gave me enough information
regarding Paleo, but not a lot more than I wanted to know. It is not an extensive guide at all, and some
may feel just like they are wishing to find out more.
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